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Christina J.'s blog
Light and Shadow: Preschool Science and Math

Groundhog?s Day has come and gone, but the shadow of its promise of longer, warmer days
lingers! For preschool science in February, we explored the world of light, reflection, and
shadow. These activities are meant to promote lively discussions between children and their
adult partners, which builds vocabulary and knowledge of the world.
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I Spy with My Winter Eye...

At MCPL, we think it is important that families come to the library to learn and play. One of the
ways we enrich our environment is through interactive displays, ?early literacy spots.? These
displays are designed to promote language and knowledge for preschool children. Here?s
what to look for winter: Read more »
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Animals in Winter: Preschool Science and Math
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9781429622004
As any parent knows, young children are curious about the world. At the library, we explore a
range of topics during Preschool Science and Math. When the weather turns cold, I turn to
one of my favorite themes for preschool science: Animals in Winter. Here are some of the
activities we did in December!
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Meet Olivia at the Library

Olivia captured my heart the moment I opened her first book, more than ten years ago, and
saw a trail of deselected items of clothing littering the floor as she squeezed into her just-right
sailor dress. Whether she's taming lions or sailing on a gondola in Venice, Olivia always has
the right outfit for any occasion.
While there are lots of opportunities to enjoy Olivia, including her television show on Nick Jr.,
the best way to get to know Olivia is through her series of picture books. In Olivia Forms a
Band, discover Olivia's resourcefulness when she supplies her own music to a fireworks
display. Revel in Olivia's amazing power of deduction when she solves the case in Olivia and
the Missing Toy. Travel with Olivia by gondola in Olivia Goes to Venice. See astonishing feats
of daring and imagination in Olivia Saves the Circus. Along the way you'll meet Olivia's
delightful family including her little brothers William and Ian.
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